
Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   the  thunder storm  blue  away  mine  umbrella 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  Oslynn  seeed  five  deeres  three  gooses  and  two  mooses  on  she  trip 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Rewrite the word in (parentheses) to make it a possessive. 

the ( girls ) coats                       the ______________ coats 
 

4.  Write the plural form on the line next to each word. 

  pouch __________          hobby __________            foot __________ 
 

5.  Which word would mean something has enough power to do something? 

             powerless               powerly               powerful               powery 

Week 25  Day 1 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   her  like  if  you  give  a  mouse  a  cookie 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  they  plays  foot  ball  in  they’re  yard    

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Choose the correct form of the verb. 

    He ( plays / play ) guitar. 

 

4.  Show the correct alphabetical (ABC) order by writing numbers on the line. 

            ___ sort               ___ sat               ___ sport               ___ skip 
 

5.   Which word best completes BOTH sentences.  Circle ONE word. 

 We heard the dog ___________.            Don’t scrape _____________ off of the tree.                    

growl               leaves               bark               yelp               limbs 

Week 25  Day 2 
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Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   can  i  stay  the  night  at  brennas  house?  asked  maya 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  where  the  red  fern  grows  is  missys  favorite  book 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Choose the correct form of the verb. 

    Alli  and  Braelynn  ( bother / bothers ) their teacher at recess. 
 

4. Show the correct alphabetical (ABC) order by writing numbers on the line. 

            ___ nap               ___  plan               ___ put               ___ not 
  

5.  Divide the compounds words into the smaller words with a / . 

          d o o r b e l l          b a s k e t b a l l          l a d y b u g          s u n f l o w e r 

Week 25  Day 3 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.  she  bought  sunny  day  fruit  juice  for  the  party  
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  would  you  likes  eggs  blueberry  pancakes  and  bacon  for  breakfast   
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Combine the two sentences into one with so, or, and, or but. 

                        I would like to stay longer.                 I have to go home. 
 

4. Circle the homophones below. 

                  flower          rose          petal          flour          sugar 

5.  Write the words that the contraction stands for. 

    they’re __________          shouldn’t __________          you’re __________ 

Week 25  Day 4 
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Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs.  Rewrite the paragraphs. 
 

    alli  like  to  dance     she  go  to  dance  class  on  tuesday    she  teacher  

sayes  that  she  is  very  good     alli  dont  get  to  dance  as  much  as  she  want  

two  or  she  dance  as  often  as  her  can   

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________        

 

             

Week 25  Day 5 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   lyla  chase  the  boies  on  the  play  ground 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  mollie  took  chicka  chicka  boom  boom  from  the  book  shelf 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Choose the correct form of the verb. 

    My brother and I  ( watch / watches ) cartoons in the morning. 
 

4. Show the correct alphabetical (ABC) order by writing numbers on the line. 

            ___ jump               ___  joke               ___ jet               ___ jar 

5.  Which word best completes BOTH sentences.  Circle ONE word. 

 I hurt my  ___________ during the game.            The snake is a __________ long 

.                    leg               inch               foot              knee               yard 
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